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    for Japanese University Students
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I. Introduction
   Critical reading and writing are the areas which have been overlooked
in language classrooms in Japan. While studying language development
in the International Baccalaureate programs, the Japanese students
commented that in Japanese language classes in Japan, they spent most of
their time comprehending the meaning of the sentences (Kawano, 2007).
They also pointed out that they were basically expected to agree with the
author of the texts that they read, and to admire the author's approach. In
English classrooms in Japan, students are rarely taught how to read
critically, not to mention how to write critically.
   In this paper, I would like to suggest critical reading and writing
activities for intermediate learners of English which can be integrated into
the language classrooms at secondary schools and universities.
II. TextbooksinJapan
1. Japanese textbooks at elementary schools
   As a background of this study, I would like to point out a couple of
tendencies in Japanese education in Japan. First, the students are not
taught to read or write critically in their Kokugo or Japanese curriculum at
schools. Though they read novels, poems, plays and other types of texts,
they are expected to appreciate what they read and sympathize with the
characters. For example, in a fourth grade Japanese textbook, there are
tasks to imagine the main character's feelings. Occasionally, students are
encouraged to read the textbook aloud and to feel the rhythm of the texts.
The slogan of one chapter states, "let's grasp correctly what is written in
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the texts (p. 32,Atarashii Kokugo)." To understand the writer's intension is
the goal of the curriculum, and further steps to evaluate the texts are not
taken. It is noteworthy that students are never asked whether they like
the texts or whether they agree with what the texts say.
   Second, as an important and unavoidable component of Japanese
language learning, students spend considerable amounts of time and
energy on kanji practice. Each unit is accompanied by the instructions
regarding kanji and their related phrases. Therefore, teachers and
students have limited time to discuss the content of the passages. With
these backgrounds, students are not encouraged to nourish the skills and
strategies of critical reading and writing when they learn Japanese.
2. English textbooks at senior high schools
   Since students are not introduced to critical reading and writing in
their first language, it is no wonder they are not familiar with such skills
in English. Through the analysis of high school English textbooks in
Japan, it was found that they had the same tendency as Japanese
textbooks; an emphasis was placed upon reading comprehension. Each
unit is accompanied by target grammar and closed questions, rather than
open-ended exercises. It is natural that the first stages of foreign language
learning are derived from mimicking the models, though as the level goes
up, the students should be introduced to thinking in the target language.
III. Critical reading: reading newspaper/journal articles
   I would like to present an activity in which students compared and
contrasted English newspaper and journal articles with Japanese articles
on the same topic. The students found articles on a topic of their own
choice and analyzed them in terms of language (organization, rhetoric, and
language use) and content (underlying assumptions, facts and opinions,
and the writer's intention).
   This activity, targeted for intermediate learners of English and
Japanese, was based upon the theory that there is a Common Underlying
Proficiency which facilitates the first language (Ll) and the second
language (L2) learning (Cummins, 1984).
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The tasks were composed of four stages:
   Stage 1 -introduction to English newspapers (headlines, leads,
           etc.)
   Stage 2-reading the assigned articles and discussing them in
           class
   Stage 3 - independent research
   Stage 4 - report in a short paper as a coursework requirement
1. 0bjectives
   There were four objectives in this activity; the first objective was to
help students build vocabulary in their Ll and L2. Students were able to
`pick up' English vocabulary more easily in this activity, because they had
read the same content in their Ll. In other words, students were able to
guess the meaning of unfamiliar words, using their schema in L1. Second,
students were able to learn to read extensively and intensively. When
they searched articles, they had to quickly scan a large amount of text to
find the gist and to judge if they wanted to analyze them in detail. After
they found articles, they had to closely scrutinize them.
   In addition to these two objectives, as a third objective, this activity
was aimed to raise the students' language awareness. By comparing and
contrasting more than one language, students noticed, rather than being
taught, that there were certain characteristics in languages. Lastly, the
activity aimed to raise the level of cultural awareness in the students.
   So far, I have described the outline and objectives of this reading
activity. Now I would like to discuss the reactions and feedback from the
students.
2. Materials
   I adopted this approach in yearlong English courses for the first and
second year students at a private university in Tokyo. This is worth a few
hours instruction time in total. In the first class, in order to illustrate the
basic structures of news such as headlines and leads, I used articles on a
Japanese major league baseball player. I hoped the samples would
motivate the students, and actually they seemed to enjoy reading them.
Then in the next three or four hours in and outside the classroom, the
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students searched a wide variety of topics on sports, music, politics,
economics, and technology, depending on their interests. In 2008, some
chose topics about the Beijing Olympic Games; it was notable that
Japanese sources of information provided news about Japanese athletes,
while British news featured the results of British athletes. The medal
ranking tables were common}y seen in newspapers in different countries.
Other students read about natural disasters and the aftermath in China
and Myanmar. Depending on the sources, even the name of the country,
Myanmar and Burma, were different. Still others read news about the
Nobel prizes; one which reported about three Japanese physicists who won
the prize and another which stated that an American and two Japanese
shared the prize. The students worked hard and managed to come up with
similarities and•differences in the articles from many sources.
   It was up to the students whether they chose Japanese articles or
English ones first, when they searched for the articles to be analyzed.
Some students decided on an English article first and then located the
Japanese counterparts. Others did the opposite. The search itself was a
learning process, because they sometimes were faced the situation where
they could not find articles on the same topic in two languages. They
realized that the media screens what to report and how to report it to some
extent.
3. Feedback from the students
   Now,I would like to turn to the feedback from the students which
was summarized in their reports. First, the students noticed some
characteristics of the English language:
       -I learned there are many titles and ways to address peop}e, such
        as Sir, Father, Your highness, and so forth.
       -I learned the nicknames of the Japanese players in MLB.
       -Units of money and measurement are different from those in
        Japan.
       -There are sarcastic or ironic expressions in English articles.
       -English articles explain in detail about Japanese culture, since
        they are targeted at the non-Japanese.
       -Headlines include jargons, colloquial expressions, and metaphors
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        which made the articles incomprehensible for non-native
        speakers.
       -The development of logic is not always different from that of the
        Japanese.
       -I know that English is a'global language, but it is time
        consuming to read in English.
   Regarding Japanese language, there were comments as follows:
       -Japanese is amazing, because it can convey a large amount of
        information with a limited number of characters/kanji in limited
        spaces.
       -It was so easy to comprehend the Japanese articles after
        struggling with the English ones.
       -They usually cite comments from specialists.
       -Why do Japanese articles always have to reveal the age of the
        people?
       -Names of the eras, Taisho, Showa, etc. are diMcult to calculate.
       -I had never heard that the emperor and the princes had first
        names such as Hirohito and Naruhito.
       -Japanese articles assume that the readers have background
        knowledge of the issues or discussions, omitting the basic
        information.
   Regarding language and media, the students wrote:
       -I noticed that certain ideas can be expressed through only one
        language.
       -When something is translated into another Ianguage, it will lose
        its original flavor.
       -I realized that there are no papers or journals which are entirely
        free from biases and prejudices.
       -It is important to analyze an event or issue from many sources
        and languages.
   Through this activity, students compared and contrasted two articles
on the same topic. As an advantage of this activity, students were able to
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guess the meaning of the unknown words more easily than usual, because
they had read the same content in their Ll. The students also transferred
the knowledge which was gained by way of Ll into L2 and vice versa. It
seems that the use of two languages will reinforce the development of
both languages, especially in terms of building vocabulary.
   This activity was effective in raising language awareness as is
indicated by the comments from the students. They made new discoveries
about English and Japanese as well. At the same time, their cultural
awareness was raised. They realized that they lacked the cultural
background information to comprehend some English articles. They were
surprised that they did not know much about their own culture, either.
   The students were not taught these findings by the teacher. Instead,
they came up with these comments on their own while they were reading
the articles. In other words, they acquired some aspects of languages, and
did not learn them through instruction. I hope this activity helped them
become more independent and more active in language learning and
acquisition.
IV. Critical essay writing: using Japanese to write in English
   So far, I have presented an activity which would promote students'
critical reading skills. Here I would like to introduce a writing activity
which I hope will enhance students' critical thinking. Writing itself is not
a common area of instruction in Japan, because the class sizes are too big.
However, writing is an essential part of language learning and students
should write an essay at least once a term. First, especially for beginners,
the use of Japanese (Ll) is helpful in soliciting students to write in the
target language. When students are required to write or to express
themselves in the target language, they often feel frustrated and helpless,
because they have limited vocabulary and knowledge of English syntax.
In such cases, students should first be allowed to jot down their opinions
and feelings in Japanese. This activity is meant to give students a sense of
safety and freedom. In some cases, students realize that they do not know
what they want to say, even in their Ll. In this way, students can more
easily reorganize and formulate their own thoughts or at least speculate
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on what they really want to say or write. Students can then attempt to
express their main points in English before having to write an actual
paragraph in English. I have noticed that without brainstorming in one's
own Ll, beginners usually stop thinking.
   Second, students employ a protocol approach in which they write
down their thoughts about the writing process in Ll. For example, after
students write a paragraph in English, they could write their comments,
recalling their reflections about compositions in the margins. Their
comments might be: "I wanted to say such and such in English" or "I wish
I knew the English equivalent of a certain word in Japanese." In this
reflection, students can note various problems they had encountered in L2
writing. These problems can be discussed in peer groups and with the
teacher. Through this stage, students would learn how to better express
their thoughts in English by juxtaposing two languages.
   Third, students proofread their own writing from a reader's point of
view. They often misjudge what the readers might know or might not
know about the topic. For instance, a student used a word, "fantasista"
meaning a great soccer player, in his essay. It never occurred to him that
the word is not English, but Italian. He also failed to imagine that a reader
who is not a soccer fan might be unfamiliar with the word. After realizing
that he could not make himself understood, he learned to be careful in
expressing his ideas. At this stage, students are encouraged to be critical
and objective towards their own essays.
   Through these stages of critical writing, students complete an essay
which they are quite satisfied with. Although writing is a time consuming
process for both teachers and students, it should be promoted in a way
that the students clarify their own thoughts in their minds and express
the ideas effectively.
V. Conclusion
   I have suggested ways of critical reading and critical writing. Both of
them incorporated their Ll in the study of L2, because the students are
able to develop two languages simultaneously, and at the same time, they
can think independently and critically. In the reading activity, the
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students became more aware of the styles and rhetoric of languages and
learned aspects of Japanese and foreign cultures that they had not noticed
before. In the writing activity, they attempted to organize their thoughts
and to express them in an intelligible manner. I hope that language
education in Japan moves towards the way in which language is used as
a means to develop thinking.
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